Abstract. Let (uk(x)}, (vk(x)}, k = 0,± 1,..., 0 < x < 1, be sequences of functions in L°°(0,1), such that (uk,Vj) = Skj. Let <¡>k(x) = exp Ikitix. It is shown that if for a given p, 1 < p < oo, the sequence {uk} is complete in L'(0,1), and {vk} is complete in Lq(p,\),pq = p + q, and if the uk\ v/s are asymptotically related to the <¡>k's, in a sense to be made precise, then {uk} is a basis for L*(0,1), equivalent to the basis {<t>k}, and for every fin 1/(0,1), 2-x(f,vk)uk(x) = f'x) a.e. This result is then applied to the eigenfunction expansions of a large class of ordinary differential operators.
where j=\,...,n, 0 < k,,< n -1, kJ+x < kp kJ+2 < kp |o,| + \ß}\ > 0. The set U -(Ux.U") is Birkhoff regular [18, p. 49 ] if certain determinants involving the a/s, ß/s, k/s are not zero. The pair (t,U) denotes the problem of solving (1.1a) t(u) = Xu, where X is a complex parameter, subject to the boundary condition (1.1b) Uu = 0.
It is assumed that u is in Cn_1 [0,l] , and that u(n~X) is absolutely continuous on [0,1].
In [3] it was proved that if U is Birkhoff regular, then the system of eigenfunctions and generalized eigenfunctions of (t,U) is a (Schauder) basis for Lp(0,1), 1 <p < oo.
Definition. The problem (t, U) has simple spectrum if n is odd, or if « is even and 0O2 -40,0_, ^ 0. (See [18, p. 49] for notation.)
In §5 we shall derive new asymptotic estimates for the root functions {uk) of a Birkhoff regular problem with simple spectrum, and for the root functions {vk} of the adjoint problem. Consequently, these biorthogonal systems have the properties stated in the abstract.
In [3] it was proved that the system of eigenfunctions of any Birkhoff regular problem is a basis for 7/(0,1), 1 < p < oo. The result provided no information on the problem of determining if such bases are unconditional. In the case that p = 2, this question was considered by Dunford and Schwartz, who proved that any differential operator in L2(0,1) generated by a Birkhoff regular problem with simple spectrum is a spectral operator, and consequently the root functions are an unconditional basis for L2(0,1). Since the trigonometric system {<bk} is not unconditional whenp ^ 2, and since the system {<bk} arises from a Birkhoff regular problem with simple spectrum, the theory of spectral operators cannot be used whenp =£ 2.
Definition. Two bases {Uk}, {$k} of a Banach space X are equivalent if there exists a bicontinuous linear map A: X-* X such that A$k = Uk for all k.
A theorem of Lorch [16] states that if {Uk} and {®k} are unconditional bases for a Hilbert space, and if m~x < ||Í4||, ||$¿|| < m for some m > 0, then the two bases are equivalent. Conversely, it is clear that if two bases are equivalent, and if one is unconditional, then the other is unconditional. Thus the Dunford and Schwartz result is equivalent to showing that the system {uk) of root functions of a Birkhoff regular problem with simple spectrum is a basis in L2(0,1) equivalent to the trigonometric system {<bk}. It is this formulation which can be extended to all Lp(0,l), 1 < p < oo.
For any biorthogonal system having the properties stated in the Abstract, the expansion 2f w (f,vk)uk converges unconditionally to /in Lp(0,\) if and only if H-^A _1/, <bk)<pk converges unconditionally to /, 1 <p < oo. In addition, the set of Lp multiplier sequences for {uk} is the same as the set of multipliers for {<¡>k}.
The pointwise convergence of eigenfunction expansions was studied by M. H. Stone [21] , who showed that for any/ in Lx(0,l), and for any Birkhoff A slight change in point of view leads to the problem of perturbation of bases. As before, let {$k} denote a basis for X, but now {Uk} is just a sequence in X such that ~2akUk = 0 is valid only when ak = 0 for all k. If, in some sense, {Uk} is a sufficiently small perturbation of {$*}, and if {^A} denotes the sequence in the dual space X* of functionals conjugate to {$k}, then Af = ~2(f,^k)Uk defines a bicontinuous linear map on X. Since A$k = Uk, we conclude that {Uk) is a basis equivalent to {$*}. See [19] for a survey of results and further references.
There are a number of papers concerned with showing that more or less general classes of eigenfunction systems are bases by virtue of being perturbations of more familiar systems. See [6] for a prototype of the contraction operator method (in the language of [19] ). See also [24, p. 86] . See [23] for the prototype of the compact operator method. More recent results can be found in [5, p. 337] , [7] (in not quite the generality stated here) [15] , [4] .
In §2 we prove an abstract theorem on perturbation of bases in Banach speces, and we introduce the terms needed to discuss almost everywhere convergence. In §3 we show that certain subadditive (and possibly linear) mappings on L^O.l) are of weak type (p,p) (and possibly of strong type (p,p)). In §4 we define the asymptotic relations mentioned in the Abstract and prove the theorem on equivalence of bases and almost everywhere convergence. In §5 we show that the root functions of Birkhoff regular problems with simple spectrum satisfy the asymptotic relations. 3. Mappings on Lp(0,l). Recall that <bk(x) = exp 2kmx. For / a function defined on 0 < x < 1, consider the mappings/-» g defined by (3.1) g Proof. The case a = y = 0 is contained in (3.3), so we consider the case that a + y > 0. We shall show that (3.6) is of weak type (1,1). Since we have just seen that (3.6) is of strong type (2,2), we can apply the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem [25, p. 112] .
Let/be in L'(0,1), and let gN(X) = ^-\f,e'k)ek(x). Then = 2 (/.**)** 2 (M)**. Proof. Since the hypotheses are symmetric with respect to the two sequences {uk}, {vk}, there is no loss of generality in assuming 1 <p < 2.
Applying Theorem 2.1, consider -00 -00 -00
The first term on the right of (4. The first four terms on the right of (4.4) can each be further decomposed, into the partial sums of ordinary Fourier series. Thus each of these terms yields maximal functions of weak type (p,p). The fifth through ninth terms can be handled using Theorem 3.3. The last term is handled in a similar way. Note that there is no loss of generality in assuming 1 < p < 2.
5. Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of differential operators. Let (t, U) denote an «th order Birkhoff regular boundary value problem with simple spectrum. Then the eigenfunctions {uk) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1, and the eigenfunctions {vk} of the adjoint problem also satisfy these conditions. To prove this, we need to know the asymptotic distribution of the eigenvalues of (t, U), and we need to know how to form the root functions of (t, U) from a fundamental set of solutions to tu = Xu.
If X is the eigenvalue parameter, it is customary to introduce a new parameter by À = -p", and then restrict attention to a sector of the p-plane of opening 2tr/n. S¡ denotes the sector h/n < arg p < (/ + \)tr/n. The symbols 9_X,90,9X are defined in [18, p. 49] , and the nth roots of -1; id,, ..., u" are labeled as in [18, p. 49] . If X is an eigenvalue of (t, U), we shall commonly refer to p as an eigenvalue, where it will always be clear which root of X is meant.
The asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues of a Birkhoff regular (t, U) is completely described in [18] . We restate the result in terms of p rather than X. The asymptotic behavior of eigenfunctions is also discussed in [18] . where |5"| + |B"+l\ > 0.
Note that the constants B^, B¡l+X are not zero as a consequence of Birkhoff regularity. It is necessary to obtain similar estimates for the eigenfunctions {vk) of the adjoint problem. Since the coefficients of r are not necessarily differentiable, the adjoint problem is not necessarily a differential operator. However, the explicit form of the adjoint is not of importance. Since (t, U) generates a densely defined closed linear operator in each space L^O,!), 1 < p < oo, we know from abstract considerations [12, p. 43 ] that an adjoint problem exists as a densely defined operator in L9(0,1), pq -p + q. The eigenfunctions of the adjoint problem can be obtained from the Green's function G(x,t,p) of (t,U). If pk is an eigenvalue of (r,U), then for fixed x,t, np"~lG(x,t,p) has a pole at pk. If the algebraic and geometric multiplicity of pk are both one, then the principal part of np"~xG(x,t,p) at pk is (5.5) uk ( and then vk(t) has the same form. The case that « is even is handled in a similar manner.
Theorem 5.4. Let (t, U) denote an nth order Birkhoff regular problem with simple spectrum. Then the eigenfunctions {vk} of the adjoint problem satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1.
Remark. There are Birkhoff regular problems whose eigenvalues have algebraic multiplicity equal to two and geometric multiplicity equal to one. The root functions of such problems are a basis for each Lp(0,l) [3] , but in general such a basis is conditional even if p = 2 [22] .
